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I Want to Write Something

I want to write something,
But I don’t know what it is,
This fog will never end.
I don’t know where to begin.

I want to write something,
But I don’t know what it is,
of rhyme or of scripture,
To expel what lies within.

I want to write something,
But I don’t know what it is.
Now words cannot describe,
To what depths my mind has been.

I want to write something,
But I don’t know what it is.
Every thought occupied,
I think of nothing but him.

I want to write something,
But I do not know what for.
I used to have myself,
But she’s not here anymore.

I want to write something,
But I do not know what for.
Heart, body, and mind yearn,
For what I never had before.

I want to write something,
But I do not know what for.
Whenever I feel like this, though,
I can always write some more.